
 Teacher of Chemistry 
Salary – M1 to UPS3 (dependent on experience) 

Required to start September 2019 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The School  
  

Emmanuel College is a City Technology College for nearly 1400 students aged between 11 and 19. Emmanuel 

College exists to impart wisdom to the next generation by educating young men and women in a culture 

which prioritises the pursuit of truth and the development of character. We are a school with a distinctive 

Christian character but our community is made up of students, staff and parents who hold many different 

religious and ideological positions and unite around our core beliefs and core values.    

  

We value academic excellence and each year see many of our students leave to take up places at some of the 

world’s top universities, but we hold personal best to be of far greater importance. It is our experience that 

by developing a strong work ethic, holding a growth rather than fixed mind-set, and being provided with 

outstanding tuition, students may go on to achieve considerably more than they might have imagined 

possible.  

  

We seek to be intentional about character education, our aim being that our students will, in the future, 

become servant-hearted leaders. Students starting here encounter consistent rules, role models and 

traditions, which help them feel part of the Emmanuel family and to begin to take responsibility for others.  

As students grow older we expect more of them and in the Sixth Form expect our students to take on at least 

one formal leadership role in College as well as beginning to serve in the wider community. All Emmanuel 

students and staff members can expect to be involved in at least one co-curricular activity. A professional 

approach to management, accountability, appraisal and financial control is expected of every member of 

staff.   

  

The College GCSE results place us amongst the very best non-selective, co-educational, comprehensive 

schools in the country with a 2018 progress 8 figure of +0.52, 88% of students achieving grade 4 or higher in 

English and mathematics, 62% of students achieving grade 5 or higher in English and mathematics and 

average points in the English Baccalaureate of 5.24.  At A Level Emmanuel has also been ranked amongst the 

top comprehensive schools, with 68% of all grades at grade A* to B, and a 100% pass rate.  

  

In the 29-year history of Emmanuel College we have received five full OfSTED inspections and three additional 

OfSTED survey visits. Each time College has been graded ‘Outstanding’.  The full text of the most recent 

inspection reports can be found on our website and that of OfSTED.  

  

Emmanuel College is one of four schools within the Emmanuel Schools Foundation, which seeks to contribute 

to economic regeneration, prosperity in the north-east, and quality of community life through its work with 

young people. In April 2014 the College was designated as a National Teaching School in recognition of its 

outstanding performance and its track record of raising standards through supporting other schools.    

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Science Department 
 

The Science Department at Emmanuel College consists of a suite of eleven laboratories, one tutorial room, 

two preparation rooms and a resource area situated in close proximity to the Mathematics and Technology 

curriculum areas. Each laboratory is well equipped and all have audio-visual facilities with interactive 

whiteboards. The Science Department is organised into teams of six biologists, four chemists and five 

physicists, is co-ordinated by the Head of Science with support from an Assistant Head of Science.  Three 

science technicians support the teaching staff.   

 

The Key Stage 3 Science course is delivered in Year 7 and 8 through topics based on the appropriate National 

Curriculum Programme of Study. Emphasis is placed on the development of investigational skills and the 

appropriate use of ICT within a traditional framework that encourages the learning and application of key 

scientific facts and principles. Students are taught in sets based on ability from the start of their College 

careers. In Year 7 and 8 each teacher is expected to deliver all aspects of the Science National Curriculum to 

students of a wide range of ability.  

 
GCSE teaching starts in Year 9 and is taught in topics grouped under the subject titles of Biology, Chemistry 

and Physics. Around 60 of our students will obtain GCSE awards in the three separate sciences following the 

AQA syllabi. The remaining students study towards Combined Science: Trilogy.  A Level courses in Biology, 

Chemistry and Physics are well established, follow AS in Year 12 and A2 in Year 13 and are examined at the 

end of each year. We also offer a BTEC Level 3 in Applied Science which is taught by a large team of science 

teachers.   In all our science courses high standards are expected from the students, and success is defined 

in terms of hard work and application as well as individual achievement against personal best. 

 

 

Curriculum summary 
 

Year 7 and 8 : Key Stage 3 National Curriculum Science (9 sets per year group) 

Year 9, 10 and 11: AQA GCSE courses in Biology, Chemistry and Physics (2 sets)  

 AQA Combined Science: Trilogy (7 sets)  

Year 12 and 13: AQA AS/A Level courses in Biology, Chemistry and Physics (2 sets for each) 

 BTEC Level 3 Applied Science (1 set) 

 

GCSE examination results in 2018 were as follows.  It is important to stress that this has been achieved with 

students representing the full range of ability, and grades are a tribute to the extremely high work ethic 

amongst students, modelled and maintained by the Science team.   
 

GCSE No. of Entries 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Biology 82 12 15 8 27 16 4    

Chemistry 82 13 22 18 19 8 2    

Physics 82 16 15 16 17 15 2 1   

Combined Science 234   10 40 79 72 29 3 1 

 

Our estimated progress 8 scores from exam results in 2018 are: 

Biology = +0.30 

Chemistry = +0.77 

Physics = +0.57 

Combined Science = +0.48 

 

Our overall value for grade 4+ in science was 87% and our overall value added score was +0.43.  

 

 

 

 

 



At A Level results were as follows: 

 

 No. of Entries A* A B C D E U 

Biology 20  9 4 6  1  

Chemistry 29 2 9 10 4 3 1  

Physics 14 1 4 3 4  2  

 

BTEC No. of Entries Dist* Dist Merit Pass Fail 

BTEC Science (Dip) 9 6 5 4 2  

 

The Department is committed to forging close cross-curricular links, particularly with Mathematics, PE and 

Technology, and also to playing a full part in the delivery of 'whole school' policies e.g. language, health and 

sex education, and information technology. 

 

 

The Person  
 

The successful candidate will be able to work within a team of teachers led by the Head of Science and deliver 

the science curriculum at Key Stages 3, 4 and 5.  We expect all applicants to be well qualified, self-motivating, 

adaptable and imaginative, and keen to join a team that is committed to achieving academic excellence in 

their teaching of science in general to students of a wide ability range between the ages of 11 and 18. A 

particular interest in recent developments in your specialism, experience in the application of ICT within your 

curriculum area and an awareness of current science curriculum initiatives would be an additional advantage. 

 

Your motivation as a teacher will be the positive care and development of young lives, seeing all children as 

individuals gifted with unique abilities and potential, regardless of socio-economic background, ability or 

behaviour. Our code of discipline is not built upon personality but upon each teacher’s ability to demonstrate 

genuine care and concern for all students, including through praise and sanction. 

 

A high level of commitment to achieving excellent standards is a pre-requisite for this post.  Essentially, the 

Department seeks extended professionalism from colleagues that are able to motivate students, generate 

ideas and translate them into effective and enjoyable practice within a warm and encouraging environment. 

 

We seek a biologist, chemist or physicist for this post.  The current team are enthusiasts for their subject, as 

indeed are all our departmental teams.  You will believe that the words ‘exciting, elegant, beautiful, powerful 

and fascinating’ apply to your specialism.  However, whilst your own scientific knowledge and lab skills will 

be of a high order, your natural gift will not prevent you understanding the mental blocks that prevent others 

making progress; you will be able to make complex ideas appear straightforward, for example by rooting 

abstract constructs in a child’s real-world experience and breaking complex skills down step-by-step. 

 

In regard to the Christian worldview underpinning the curriculum and the academic and pastoral strategies, 

there is no requirement that individual teachers should be Christians. There is a remarkable unity of purpose 

within the current staff team, however. Honesty and personal integrity characterise the relationship of our 

teachers with their students, and teachers respect the desire of the Senior Management Team to lead the 

College in accordance with the principles of Scripture. High academic standards, safety from bullying and 

drugs, a culture of personal best and respect for each child as an individual all derive from the College’s 

Christian ethos and are the primary reasons for our popularity with parents. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Standard Responsibilities for all Teachers 

 
All teachers are responsible, through their head of department, to the Principal for: 

  

1. Creating the very best opportunities for learning and the pursuit with a particular emphasis on: 

 carrying out effective planning and instruction ensuring that teaching and learning is differentiated 
and thus suitable to stretch all students in every teaching group 

 providing appropriate homework and class work tasks for students that will promote effective 
learning and ensure rapid progress 

 marking work, providing honest but motivational feedback to students and ensuring that feedback 
is acted upon 

2. Striving for the personal best achievement of every child with a particular emphasis on: 

 supporting students effectively in their preparation for internal and external examinations 

 Communicating effectively with parents by providing clear, accurate and informative information to 
through the College reporting system, and at other times as necessary. 

 Providing timely, accurate information regarding any concerns regarding academic progress to their 
Head of Department 

 

3. Developing students' character with a particular emphasis on: 

 cultivating responsibility for learning and intellectual discipline 

 promoting exemplary standards of discipline, deportment and dress within and beyond the 
classroom in line with the College discipline policy 

 Providing students with quality opportunities for servant hearted leadership  

 

 

 

Emmanuel Schools Foundation is committed to the safeguarding of children and all staff are expected to 

ensure that The Emmanuel Schools Foundation is a safe and secure environment for our students.   All 

applicants are referred to the current Child Protection Policy Statement which is to be found within the Policy 

section of the Emmanuel College website. 

 

Please note that this detail is indicative and can be amended, updated or replaced as felt appropriate at 

any time and in order to remain in line with any future legal requirements or expectation. 

 

 


